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CONCLUSIONS

1. Stations within 1 km of significant faults display structural anisotropy parallel to the faults. This is tangential to the
caldera at the summit and parallel to the ERZ.

2. Stations on the caldera floor display a change in anisotropy in 2008 from tangential to radial to the active vent.

3. That change is associated with an increase of SO2 degassing and tremor before the opening of the summit vent.

4. VP/VS ratio confirm that an increase in the gas-pore content was the cause of the variation in shear-wave splitting.

5. The result demonstrates a novel method for detecting gross changes in gas flux using seismic observations and provides
a new analytical tool for tracking activity at remote or under-monitored volcanoes.

Kı̄lauea Volcano

Figure 1 Map of Kı̄lauea Volcano showing earthquakes (white circles) and three-component seismometer stations

(red triangles). Yellow triangle is single-component seismometer used for RSAM in Fig. 5. Inset shows the Island

of Hawai‘i with red rectangle indicating Kı̄lauea study area and blue rectangle indicating summit area.

Shear-wave splitting (SWS) analysis on 2,168 local earthquakes recorded at 17 three-component
seismic stations since the beginning of 2007. The time period spans the onset of Kı̄lauea’s
currently ongoing summit eruption, which began on March 19, 2008 [1]. The eruption was not
preceded by changes in the numbers of discrete earthquakes or ground deformation, but was
associated with increases in SO2 emissions (Fig. 5A) and seismic tremor (Fig. 5B). Deflationary
ground deformation at the time of the SO2 flux increase suggests that the degassing was driven
by decompression of magma stored at shallow levels beneath Kı̄lauea Caldera [2].

Summit Anisotropy
Fast orientation of SWS (φ) as rose diagrams at the station that the recording was made for each year during 2007–2011. A single, strong direction at each station, combined with the changes
between closely spaced stations, suggests that the recorded anisotropy is acting directly beneath the station.

Figure 3 Rose diagrams (i.e., circular histograms) of the fast direction of anisotropy (φ), plotted at the location of the recording station and scaled by number of measurements for each year.

Stations inside the caldera walls, particularly on the north part of the caldera floor (Fig. 1, stations HAT, SBL and UWB), however, display a significant change in φ, from tangential to the caldera
walls in 2007, to radial to the caldera center in 2008, and back to tangential in 2009 onwards (Fig. 3). Anisotropy variations at Kı̄lauea’s summit in 2008 probably reflect changes associated with
the formation of the summit eruptive vent between March and December 2008. The beginning of the shift in φ can be identified in the time series to be around November 2007, correlating with
the increase in both SO2 emissions and tremor. We suggest that heightened gas flux increased the gas-filled pore pressure in the upper ∼1 km of the summit region, opening more cracks parallel to
stress and changing the observed anisotropy.

Shear Wave Splitting
Seismic anisotropy can occur in layered or fractured rock (Fig. 4, left). This structural anisotropy
can cause shear-wave splitting (SWS).
Anisotropy is also thought to be produced by stress in the crust aligning microcracks and creating
an anisotropic medium (Fig. 4, right). The polarization of the fast quasi-shear wave, φ, is parallel
to the maximum horizontal stress, and the delay time between the two quasi-shear waves, δt, is
proportional to the strength of anisotropy and the length of the raypath in the medium.

Figure 4 Sketches of two mechanisms of seismic anisotropy causing SWS.

Analysis of SWS is carried out with an automated algorithm [3]. With the results, we define a
background anisotropy, compare this to past studies, and examine temporal changes associated
with eruptive activity.

Background of Anisotropy

Figure 2 Rose diagrams displaying fast direction of anisotropy since 2007 in red. Colored bars indicate anisotropy

from past studies; [4], [5]. [6] used teleseisms for mantle anisotropy recorded at stations BIG2 and DLAH.

Combined SWS results at each station and overall to give a “background” anisotropy.
In general, anisotropy fast orientation displays the regional NE-SW direction. Stations within
1 km of significant faults display structural anisotropy parallel to the faults. At the summit
caldera, the background anisotropy is generally parallel to the caldera-bounding faults. On the
East Rift Zone (ERZ), the anisotropy is parallel to the rift faults. A comparison of our results
with past studies reveals that the general pattern of local anisotropy has not changed significantly
for tens of years.

Temporal Variations
The ratio between P-wave velocity (Vp) and S-wave velocity (Vs) Vp/Vs is useful for characterizing
pore-fluid content. Vp/Vs was anomalously low (1.45 ± 0.04) at Kı̄lauea in 2008, after which it
returned to a standard value of 1.71± 0.03, supporting the hypothesis that the pore-gas content
was high in 2008.

Figure 5 Time series from January 2007 to December 2010 of RSAM station RIM, SO2 measurements [7], and

SWS φ results and Vp/Vs at seismic stations in the north caldera.

The end of anomalous Vp/Vs and local SWS occurred at about the same time as the December
2008 pause in Kı̄lauea’s summit eruption (Fig. 5, solid gray bar). By this time, the summit vent
had doubled in size and the SO2 emissions and tremor, while remaining above pre-2008 levels,
originated mainly from the open eruptive vent. It is likely that the pore pressures returned to
background levels as the new eruptive vent stabilized and became the primary source of SO2

emissions [7], returning the SWS to its pre-eruptive, structurally governed state.
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